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AUDIT OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of our performance audit were 
to determine whether the Office of Temporary 
and Disability Assistance (Office) is 
collecting and maintaining personal 
information on citizens only to the extent 
necessary to perform its mission, taking 
appropriate steps to minimize the risk of 
unauthorized access to or disclosure of 
personal information, and prepared to follow 
statutory requirements should that personal 
information be breached. 
 

AUDIT RESULTS - SUMMARY 
 
We found that the Office is collecting from 
the public only personal information that is 
needed to perform its mission, and has 
generally taken appropriate steps to ensure the 
security of that information, especially within 
its own offices.  We also found that the Office 
is prepared to follow statutory requirements 
should it become aware that personal 
information in its possession has been 
breached. 

 

 
We reviewed the Office’s policies and 
procedures regarding information security for 
conformity to the provisions of the State’s 
Cyber Security Policy, as well as other State 
and Federal laws the Office must comply 
with.  We also observed selected units and 
local departments of social services (Districts) 
to assess the overall security awareness 
among Office and District employees and to 
determine whether policies and procedures 
were being followed.  Overall, we found that 
employees of the Office have a higher level of 
security awareness than do employees of the 
Districts.  The Office needs to do more to 
ensure that the Districts are taking appropriate 

steps to keep personal information in Office 
systems secure.  We also found that 
documents containing personal information 
are not always kept secure by the Districts. 
 
We reviewed the Office’s policies and 
procedures to determine whether they comply 
with the Information Security Breach and 
Notification Act.  We also reviewed incidents 
investigated by the Office.  We found that the 
Office is prepared to follow statutory 
requirements should personal information in 
its systems be breached, but may not be able 
to identify when a breach has occurred at the 
District level.  We also found that Office 
officials responded appropriately to the single 
breach they were aware of, including 
notifying the appropriate parties. 
 
Our report contains six recommendations that 
the Office should implement to improve its 
security over personal information. 
 
This report, dated March 27, 2008, is 
available on our website at: 
http://www.osc.state.ny.us. 
Add or update your mailing list address by 
contacting us at: (518) 474-3271 or 
Office of the State Comptroller 
Division of State Government Accountability 
110 State Street, 11th Floor 
Albany, NY 12236 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
The Office is responsible for supervising 
programs that provide assistance and support 
to eligible families and individuals.  Staffed 
by about 2,500 employees, the Office’s 
functions include: providing temporary cash 
assistance; providing assistance in paying for 
food; providing heating assistance; overseeing 
New York State’s child support enforcement 
program; determining certain aspects of 
eligibility for Social Security disability 
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benefits; supervising homeless housing and 
services programs; and providing assistance 
to certain immigrant populations. 

The Office provides direct operational 
support, supervision, and guidance to the 
State’s local departments of social services 
(Districts), which are responsible for directly 
administering most welfare programs.  The 
Districts have approximately 20,000 
employees who work with individuals to 
provide appropriate public assistance services 
that meet their needs.   
 
In recent years, there have been heightened 
concerns about identity theft and other 
criminal misuse of personal information.  
There have even been some high-profile 
reports about personal information going 
astray.  But there has not been any systematic 
review of efforts by State agencies to 
determine whether New York State residents 
are at risk of their personal information being 
misused.  Therefore, we have initiated a series 
of audits of selected State agencies, including 
the Office, to review and evaluate the security 
safeguards over personal information they 
have collected from the public. 
 
For the purposes of this audit, we used the 
definition of personal information from 
Article 6-A of the Public Officers Law (also 
known as the Personal Privacy Protection 
Law), which was enacted on September 1, 
1984.  According to the Personal Privacy 
Protection Law, personal information refers to 
any information collected by a State agency 
that can be used to identify a natural person. 
 

AUDIT FINDINGS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Collection of Personal Information 

 
According to Section 94(1) of the Personal 
Privacy Protection Law, a State agency 

should collect only personal information that 
is needed to accomplish that agency’s mission 
or an authorized program.  When collecting 
personal information, the agency must 
provide an explanation of why the 
information is needed, including the purpose 
for which it will be used and the statutory 
authority under which it is collected. 
 
The Districts collect personal information 
from applicants, which is then stored in 
computer systems managed for the Office by 
the New York State Office for Technology 
(OFT).  The Districts use this information to 
administer Statewide social services 
programs.  The Office oversees this system to 
fulfill its mission to “promote greater self-
sufficiency of the State's residents through the 
efficient delivery of temporary and 
transitional assistance, disability assistance, 
and the collection of child support.”  We 
reviewed the various forms available on the 
Office’s website and found that applicants for 
programs the Office oversees must provide 
the following personal information to the 
Districts: name, address, telephone number, 
Social Security number, date of birth, bank 
account number, and relationship to the 
applicant (for other individuals who are on the 
form).  However, several different forms are 
used by the Districts, and not all of these data 
elements appear on every form. 
 
The most common form used by applicants 
for various programs administered by the 
Office includes a “Privacy Act Statement.”  
According to this Statement, collection of 
each of these data elements by the Districts is 
necessary for both District and Office 
purposes, such as determining whether the 
household is eligible for assistance, 
monitoring compliance with program 
regulations, and program management.  The 
statement also references the Federal statutes 
that require the collection of Social Security 
numbers. 
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Based on our review of personal information 
provided by the public to the Districts and 
entered in the Office’s systems, the Office 
needs to have this personal information to 
fulfill its mission.  Therefore, we found that 
the Districts are collecting, on the Office’s 
behalf, only personal information for which 
the Office has both a business need and a 
statutory authority. 
 

Security over Personal Information 
 
Section 94 (1) of the Personal Privacy 
Protection Law requires State agencies to 
establish appropriate administrative, 
technical, and physical safeguards to protect 
personal information in their possession, 
though it does not define what is considered 
“appropriate.”  The New York State Office of 
Cyber Security and Critical Infrastructure 
Coordination’s (CSCIC) Cyber Security 
Policy P03-002: Information Security Policies 
(revised in December 2005) provides specific 
information security policy requirements 
State agencies should implement.  
Compliance with this policy is mandatory for 
all State agencies.  Any individual who has 
access to or manages a State agency’s 
information also must comply with this 
policy. 
 
We evaluated the Office’s policies and 
procedures regarding information security 
against the provisions of the CSCIC 
Information Security Policies, the New York 
State Personal Privacy Protection Law, and 
the New York State Technology Law.  We 
also included key provisions from other State 
laws the Office must comply with, such as the 
New York State Social Services Law.  Other 
than one provision for which CSCIC has not 
yet issued final standards, we found the 
Office is in compliance with the CSCIC 
Information Security Policies and State law 
requirements we identified as key. 
 

According to Office officials, the two largest 
systems of records the Office maintains are: 
 

• Welfare Management System (WMS): 
This system contains information 
about clients who are receiving social 
services, such as temporary assistance, 
food stamps, and Medicaid.  

 
• Child Support Management System 

(CSMS): This system contains 
information about clients who are 
receiving child support services, such 
as determination of paternity, payment 
of child support, and search for non-
custodial parents. 

 
Individuals applying for social services 
programs complete an application form and 
submit supporting documentation.  Based on 
the information submitted, the Districts 
determine the appropriate services to provide 
to each applicant.  Information from the form 
is entered into the appropriate system (WMS 
or CSMS) by District employees.  The 
Districts retain the application form and 
supporting documentation, and use the 
information in WMS and CSMS to provide 
customer services and support.  The Office 
uses the information in these systems to 
monitor work done by the Districts, but 
generally does not access individual records. 
 
We conducted interviews and made 
observations of two Office units and at four 
Districts (Monroe, Onondaga, Schoharie, and 
Ulster) to determine the level of security 
awareness among Office and District 
employees who use these systems regularly.  
We focused on areas of high risk for potential 
security vulnerabilities. 
 

Overall Security Awareness 
 
Overall, we found that employees of the 
Office have a higher level of security 
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awareness than do employees of the Districts.  
At the Districts, application forms and 
supporting documentation from clients were 
kept very secure, while documents generated 
by District employees during the course of the 
day were less secure.  
 
The Office has developed an online security 
awareness training that complies with the 
CSCIC Information Security Policies 
requirements.  Office employees are required 
to take this training and the Office’s 
Information Security Office tracks to ensure 
the training is completed.  The Office has 
made this training available to the Districts, 
but does not require them to use it or even to 
demonstrate that any security awareness 
training that complies with CSCIC 
Information Security Policies requirements is 
provided to District employees and others 
with access to personal information.  Office 
officials indicated that their training was 
intended for Office employees.  The Districts, 
on the other hand, process information for 
several State agencies and so may have 
additional security requirements not covered 
in the Office-developed training.  Therefore, 
Office officials are waiting for CSCIC to 
provide security awareness training guidelines 
that could be applied to the District 
employees.  In the interim, according to 
Office officials, Office staff have covered 
basic security awareness at conferences for 
District staff sponsored by OFT. 
 

Access to Office Systems 
 
Office employees, District employees, 
employees of other State agencies, and 
contractors have access to information in the 
Office’s systems.  To access WMS or CSMS, 
an individual must have a user ID and a 
password.  User accounts and the level of 
access to system information are assigned 
based on job functions provided by the 
individual’s supervisor.  The Office has 

Transaction Terminal Security System 
(TTSS) Coordinators, who create and manage 
user accounts for Office employees and 
contractors.  The Districts also have TTSS 
Coordinators, who handle this function for 
District employees and contractors.  TTSS 
Coordinators at the Districts work with 
District managers to ensure that only 
authorized individuals have access to WMS 
and CSMS and only to the extent needed to 
perform their assigned duties. 
 
According to Office officials, TTSS 
Coordinators are provided with training, 
manuals, and reference materials.  However, 
one of the TTSS Coordinators at Ulster 
County with whom we spoke was unaware of 
these resources.  This individual specifically 
named one reference guide as having no 
information, even though this guide has an 
entire chapter on the Transaction Terminal 
Security System.  Therefore, it appears that 
TTSS Coordinators may not be aware of all 
available resources and so may not be 
handling their functions as efficiently and 
effectively as possible. 
 
One of the security monitoring tools the 
Office has available for Districts is the 
Transaction Terminal Security System 
Violations Report (Report).  The Report is 
generated by OFT, based on parameters 
specified by the Office.  It is provided to the 
TTSS Coordinators and lists various 
violations that may indicate unauthorized 
attempts to access WMS or CSMS that 
occurred during the previous week, such as 
invalid user IDs or wrong passwords entered.  
The TTSS Coordinators are expected to 
review the report and investigate the 
violations, taking appropriate actions, if 
necessary.  A cover letter accompanying the 
Report briefly describes each type of violation 
on the Report and outlines what should be 
done.  This cover letter, which was developed 
by the Office, does not provide specifics on 
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how to investigate and resolve violations.  For 
example, the cover letter states that incorrect 
passwords are usually the results of typos, but 
that repeated occurrences should be reviewed 
promptly.  The cover letter does not specify 
how many repeat occurrences are required 
before the TTSS Coordinator should review 
them, what constitutes “prompt” review, or 
what specific steps the TTSS Coordinator 
should take during their review.  According to 
Office officials, it is difficult to provide more 
detailed instructions because the actions 
needed to resolve an exception depend to a 
large extent on the situation. 
 
Neither the Office nor the Districts monitor 
the District TTSS Coordinators to ensure they 
are receiving and reviewing the Report.  At 
Ulster County, the Report was not going to 
the appropriate person.  The person who 
received the Report did not review it and the 
person who was supposed to receive the 
Report did not notify the Office that she had 
not received it.  This situation went on for 
several months, during which time it was 
assumed the TTSS Coordinator was using the 
Report to monitor the unauthorized access 
attempts of WMS and CSMS. 
 

Physical Safeguards over Personal 
Information 

 
In general, application forms and supporting 
documentation from clients are kept very 
secure, while documents generated by District 
employees during the course of the day are 
kept less secure.  At one District office, we 
found documents containing personal 
information were piled near a printer in the 
client-intake area.  Clients are required to be 
escorted when in the building, but could still 
read information since the documents were 
face-up and had no cover sheet.  The Office 
did indicate that it will issue a directive 
reminding local District agencies of the 
mandates regarding the need to safeguard and 

assure proper handling and disposal of 
personal information in all forms. 
 
At another District office, there is a contractor 
who assists Medicaid clients in selecting an 
HMO.  Employees of this contractor, who 
have their own work area within the District 
office, have access to WMS.  Their work area 
is set apart with clear glass panels.  As a 
result, their computer screens are visible to 
anyone entering the building or otherwise 
walking by the contractor’s work area.  This 
contractor works for the Department of 
Health, not the Office.  However, the Office 
should ensure that Districts are aware of and 
are following all appropriate safeguards over 
WMS and CSMS, including physical 
safeguards such as locating terminal screens 
to prevent unauthorized people from 
accessing information. 
 
Office officials stated that they conduct 
regular site visits of all Districts to evaluate 
the safeguards in place over CSMS, as the 
Federal government requires.  However, there 
are currently no regular site visits of these 
same Districts to evaluate the safeguards in 
place over WMS.  In many Districts, both 
systems are located in the same building, 
often accessed by the same people.  Many of 
the safeguards in place apply to both systems.  
Therefore, the Office could expand the scope 
of its evaluations to include both CSMS and 
WMS without significant additional effort. 
 
Office officials stated they intend to issue a 
directive reminding Districts of legislative 
and regulatory requirements for the 
safeguarding of personal information in all 
forms.  As part of this directive, the Office 
intends to require each District to complete a 
self-assessment of its information security 
safeguards.  The self-assessment would then 
be returned to the Office, along with any 
corrective action plans the District identifies 
during the course of completing the self-
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assessment.  Such information could be used 
by the Office to plan its site visits, but does 
not negate the need for the Office to visit each 
District regularly to ensure that information is 
kept secure. 
 

Disposal of Records Containing Personal 
Information 

 
The Office does not delete inactive 
information in WMS and CSMS.  Instead, 
electronic records are coded as inactive and 
archived.  Office policy calls for documents 
with personal information in them to be 
disposed of appropriately.  For hardcopy 
records, the employee may shred the 
document or place it in a confidential bin to 
be shredded by a vendor.  This applies to both 
records from case files (Districts only) and 
documents generated during the course of the 
workday (Districts and Office).  However, we 
found that one of the areas at one District 
office placed all documents generated during 
the course of the workday in a recyclable 
paper bin, without any review to identify 
those that contain personal information.  We 
also found confidential bins that were not 
locked at two District offices. 
 

Oversight of District Practices 
 
The Office is required to ensure the security 
of information in its systems, under both the 
Personal Privacy Protection Law and CSCIC 
Information Security Policies requirements.  
In addition, Section 21 of the Social Services 
Law grants the Office the authority to 
promulgate regulations specifying the types of 
information to be collected and transmitted by 
each District to the Office, the methods for 
collection and transmittal of such information, 
and the procedures for Districts’ utilization of 
the data maintained by WMS.  The Office 
may impose penalties for noncompliance with 
its regulations.  The Office has issued general 
guidance on information security to Districts, 

but not specific regulations that must be 
followed. 
According to Office officials, WMS and 
CSMS belong to OFT (which manages these 
systems on behalf of the Office), while the 
information therein belongs to the Districts.  
Since the information does not belong to a 
State agency, the Office does not believe that 
CSCIC Information Security Policies 
requirements apply to the Districts.  Thus, for 
example, the Office can require security 
awareness training of the Districts, but cannot 
require that the training complies with CSCIC 
Information Security Policies requirements. 
 
We agree that the Office and the Districts 
share responsibility for security over personal 
information.  However, we found a lower 
level of security awareness at the Districts 
when compared with the Office.  Therefore, 
the Office needs to take a more active role 
regarding the security over personal 
information, ensuring that the Districts are 
taking appropriate steps to provide such 
security.  When the Office finds a District that 
has not done so, the Office should take action 
against that District, including imposing 
administrative penalties, if necessary, to 
ensure compliance. 
 

Response to Security Breaches 
 
In December 2005, Section 208 of the New 
York State Technology Law went into effect.  
Also known as Information Security Breach 
and Notification Act (Act), it requires a State 
agency to notify an individual when private 
information either has been or is reasonably 
believed to have been acquired by someone 
who is not authorized to be provided with that 
information.  If the private information was 
encrypted, notification is only required if the 
encryption key was also acquired.  The State 
agency must also notify the Attorney 
General’s Office, the Consumer Protection 
Board, and the Office of Cyber Security and 
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Critical Infrastructure.  If more than 5,000 
State residents are affected, the State agency 
must also notify the consumer reporting 
agencies. 
 
The Act defines private information as 
personal information in conjunction with 
Social Security number, driver license, or 
non-driver ID number.  Personal information 
in conjunction with a bank account or credit 
card or debit card number is considered 
private information only if there is also a 
security code, access code, or password that 
would allow access to the individual’s 
financial account. 
 
The Office’s Information Security Office has 
developed appropriate breach procedures that 
include all notification and reporting 
requirements from the Act.  Since the Act 
went into effect, the Office has identified one 
reportable breach under the provisions of the 
Act.  The Office notified the individuals 
involved, as well as the Attorney General’s 
Office, the Consumer Protection Board, the 
Office of Cyber Security and Critical 
Infrastructure Coordination, and (because 
more than 5,000 State residents were 
potentially affected) the consumer reporting 
agencies.  Based on our review, the breach 
was handled appropriately. 
 
To identify occasions when a breach has 
occurred, the Office and the Districts need to 
monitor their systems, including WMS and 
CSMS, for unauthorized access.  As 
discussed, the TTSS Coordinators at the 
Districts have been provided with the 
Transaction Terminal Security System 
Violations Report (Report) as one tool for 
monitoring access to these systems and 
identifying potential unauthorized access.  
However, we found that the TTSS 
Coordinators at the District appear to be 
uncertain how to use the Report and do not 
always review the Report.  In addition, they 

may be unaware of the resources the Office 
and OFT make available to them.  As a result, 
it is possible for a breach to occur at a District 
that the Office or the District does not learn 
about.  In such instances, the Office or the 
District would not be able to investigate and 
resolve the breach, including notifying 
affected individuals.  The Office and the 
Districts should work together to ensure that 
all TTSS Coordinators are aware of their 
responsibilities and of the resources available 
to help them. 
 

Recommendations 
 
1. Require all individuals (including 

District employees and contractors) with 
access to Office systems, such as WMS 
and CSMS, to complete the Office’s 
security awareness training or 
demonstrate completion of equivalent 
training that complies with CSCIC 
Policy P03-002. 

 
 (Office officials acknowledge their 
 authority to impose policies and 
 procedures on local Districts, but 
 contend they cannot prescriptively 
 impose the form that information 
 security training must take.  Still, 
 officials agreed to include an 
 information security training 
 requirement as a component of a policy 
 directive to local Districts.) 
 
2. Ensure that all TTSS Coordinators are 

aware of all training, reference 
materials, and other resources provided 
by the OFT to assist in keeping personal 
information secure. 

 
3. Provide more detailed guidance to TTSS 

Coordinators regarding the use of the 
Terminal Security Violations Report, 
including what steps should be taken to 
investigate potential violations. 
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 (Office officials generally agreed with 
recommendations 2 and 3 and plan to 
work with OFT to develop ways to 
remind TTSS Coordinators of the 
resources available to them and to 
provide additional training and guidance 
where warranted.) 

 
4. Monitor TTSS Coordinators to ensure 

they are reviewing the Terminal 
Security Violations Report properly and 
investigating potential violations. 

 
5. Make regular visits to the Districts to 

evaluate the physical, administrative, 
and technical safeguards in place for 
WMS, as is done for CSMS. 

 
 (Officials generally disagreed with 

recommendations 4 and 5, stating that 
routine monitoring and evaluation of 
information security procedures in the 
Districts would be burdensome to 
support.  Instead, the Office plans to 
issue a directive requiring that all 
Districts perform routine self-
assessments and develop corrective 
action plans.) 

 
 Auditor’s Comment:  The Office 

already conducts regular visits to each 
District to evaluate safeguards in place 
over CSMS data.  Since CSMS and 
WMS data are frequently used by the 
same people at the District level, it 
would seem that expanding these 
reviews to include WMS data would be 
less burdensome than the Office’s plan 
to require all Districts to complete self-
assessments and corrective action plans. 

 
6. Impose administrative penalties against 

Districts that do not take appropriate 
steps to ensure that personal information 
is secure.  

 

 (Office officials acknowledged their 
 authority to impose penalties and 
 discussed several alternatives available 
 to them.  However, their response does 
 not indicate which, if any, of these 
 penalties they plan to employ should 
 Districts fail to adequately safeguard 
 personal information.) 

 
AUDIT SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

 
We conducted our performance audit in 
accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards.  We audited 
the collection and maintenance of personal 
information obtained from the public by the 
Office.  Our audit covers the period 
December 7, 2005, through June 8, 2007. 
 
To accomplish our audit objectives, we 
reviewed applicable State and federal laws 
and regulations regarding the collection of 
and security over personal information by the 
Office, including statutory requirements when 
such information is breached.  We 
interviewed Office officials and staff to 
determine the policies and procedures in 
place, as well as to understand how 
information flows through the Office.  We 
reviewed the Office’s policies and procedures 
to determine whether they met minimum 
statutory requirements related to information 
security.  We observed two Office units and 
four Districts (Monroe, Onondaga, Schoharie, 
and Ulster) to determine whether these 
policies and procedures were being followed 
and to assess the overall security awareness 
among Office and District employees.  We 
also obtained information on the Office’s data 
classification and risk assessment efforts.  We 
reviewed information on a past breach 
involving personal information to evaluate the 
Office’s handling of such an incident. 
 
In addition to being the State Auditor, the 
Comptroller performs certain other 
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constitutionally and statutorily mandated 
duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York 
State.  These include operating the State’s 
accounting system; preparing the State’s 
financial statements; and approving State 
contracts, refunds, and other payments.  In 
addition, the Comptroller appoints members 
to certain boards, commissions and public 
authorities, some of who have minority voting 
rights.  These duties may be considered 
management functions for purposes of 
evaluating organizational independence under 
generally accepted government auditing 
standards.  In our opinion, these functions do 
not affect our ability to conduct independent 
audits of program performance. 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
The audit was performed pursuant to the State 
Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article 
V, Section 1, of the State Constitution; and 
Article II, Section 8, of the State Finance 
Law. 
 
 
 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
 
Draft copies of this report were provided to 
Office officials for their review and comment.  
Their comments were considered in preparing 
this report, and are attached as Appendix A.  
Our rejoinders to the Office’s comments are 
presented in Appendix B. 
 
Within 90 days of the final release of this 
report, as required by Section 170 of the 
Executive Law, the Commissioner of the 
Office of Temporary and Disability 
Assistance shall report to the Governor, the 
State Comptroller, and the leaders of the 
Legislature and fiscal committees, advising 
what steps were taken to implement the 
recommendations contained herein, and if not 
implemented, the reasons therefor. 
 

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE REPORT 
 
Major contributors to this report include 
Frank Houston, John Buyce, Christine Rush, 
Jennifer Paperman, Laurie Burns, Andrea 
Dagastine, Sarah Purcell, and Andre Spar. 
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1. Our audit found that the Office is prepared 
to respond appropriately when it becomes 
aware of a breach.  However, we also found 
there is less assurance that the Office will 
identify or otherwise become aware of all 
breaches, especially at the District level, in 
part because the staff, who are responsible 
for monitoring system access, do not always 
understand their roles and responsibilities in 
the process. 

 
2. The final report has been modified to clarify 

agency staffing. 
 
3. The final report has been modified to clarify 

the Office’s role in managing the Office’s 
systems. 

 
4. Although Office officials view the agency’s 

outreach efforts as proactive and having far 
exceeded what is needed to convey basic 
security awareness, many of the venues they 
cite (such as LAN Administrator and 
Government Technology conferences) are 
normally attended by technology 
professionals who should already be aware 
of basic security requirements.  Our audit 
tests showed a lower level of security 
awareness by District staff who actually 
handle personal information on a daily 
basis, which we attributed at least in part to 
the fact that the Office does not require 
districts to demonstrate that all staff have 
received appropriate training. 

 
5. We agree that the local Districts and the 

State agencies with which they work all 
share a responsibility to ensure that staff are 
appropriately trained to protect private 
information.  We believe the Office should 
take the lead in this effort, since the fact that 
others may share the responsibility does not 
absolve the Office of its duty to ensure that 
its data is protected. 

 

6. Office officials are correct that the finding 
is based on interviews with one District’s 
TTSS Coordinator.  However, this 
individual is the person whom the District 
assigned to be responsible for ensuring that 
access to both WMS and CSMS data is 
limited to authorized persons and for 
authorized purposes.  The fact that a person 
in this position is unfamiliar with pertinent 
aspects of these responsibilities or the 
resources available for assistance is a 
serious risk that limits the Office’s 
assurance that security breaches will be 
identified.   

 
7. Our report already recognizes that Office 

officials find it difficult to provide more 
detailed instructions in the context of the 
cover letter accompanying the security 
violation report.  We are pleased that OTDA 
has chosen to provide more training to 
TTSS coordinators as the means by which it 
will implement our recommendation to 
provide more detailed guidance on the use 
of the report and the investigation of 
potential violations. 

 
8. Office officials state that it would be too 

burdensome to conduct routine monitoring 
of security safeguards at the District level.  
However, as our report indicates, the Office 
already conducts regular visits to each 
District to evaluate safeguards in place over 
CSMS data.  Since CSMS and WMS data 
are frequently used by the same people at 
the District level, it would seem that 
expanding these reviews to include WMS 
data would be less burdensome than the 
Office’s plan to require all Districts to 
complete self-assessments and corrective 
action plans. 




